Sir Julius Vogel Award Nominations – 2011
The nominees are for the 2010 calendar year. You can also find this list, and ballot papers,
online at http://sffanz.sf.org.nz/sjv/sjvNominations-2011.shtml.

Professional Award Nominees
Barking Death Squirrels
Douglas A. Van Belle
Random Static

Best Novel

The Heir of Night
Helen Lowe
Orbit
The Questing Road
Lyn McConchie
Tor Books
Tymon’s Flight
Mary Victoria
HarperCollins Publishers Australia
Geist
Philippa Ballantine
Ace

Best Young Adult Novel

Aria
Rowina De Silva
AM Publishing New Zealand
Ebony Hill
Anna Mackenzie
Random House
Guardian of the Dead
Karen Healey
Allen and Unwin
Into the Wilderness
Mandy Hager
Random House
Summer of Dreaming
Lyn McConchie
Cyberwizard Productions
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Best Novella / Novelette

A Tale of the Interferers – Hunger for Forbidden Flesh
Paul Haines
Available in Andromeda Spaceways Inflight Magazine #46
L
Bill Direen
Available in A Foreign Country: New Zealand Speculative
Fiction, Random Static
Her Gallant Needs
Paul Haines
Available in Sprawl Anthology, Twelfth Planet Press
Consumed
Lee Murray
Available in A Foreign Country: New Zealand Speculative
Fiction, Random Static

Best Short Story

High Tide at Hot Water Beach
Paul Haines
Available in A Foreign Country: New Zealand Speculative
Fiction, Random Static
The Future of the Sky
Ripley Patton
Available in A Foreign Country: New Zealand Speculative
Fiction, Random Static
The Interview
Darian Smith
Available in Andromeda Spaceways Inflight Magazine #49
I’ve Seen This Man
Paul Haines
Available in Scenes from the Second Storey, Morrigan
Books

Best Collected Work

A Foreign Country: New Zealand Speculative Fiction
Anna Caro and Juliet Buchanan (Eds)
Random Static
The Care and Feeding of Your Lunatic Mage
Douglas A. Van Belle
http://www.andromedaspaceways.com/lunatic-mage-anandromeda-spaceways-special-project/
Semaphore Anthology 2010
Marie Hodgkinson (Ed)
Rare Unsigned Copy
Simon Petrie
Peggy Bright Books
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Cover for Barking Death Squirrels
Emma Weakley
Random Static

Best Artwork

Internal map artwork within The Heir of Night
Peter Fitzpatrick
Orbit
Cover for Tymon’s Flight
Frank Victoria
HarperCollins Publishers Australia
This Is Not My Life: Pilot episode
Executive Producers: Gavin Strawhan, Rachel Lang, Steven
O'Meagher and Tim White
Producer: Tim Sanders
Directors: Rob Sarkies, Peter Salmon
Associate Producer: Polly Fryer

Best Dramatic
Presentation

Kaitangata Twitch: Pilot episode
Yvonne Mackay
Production Shed TV
Although only one episode from each programme has been
listed as nominated, each series is a continuous story. The
nominator suggests that your vote be considered as a vote
for the series as a whole.

Best Production /
Publication

Semaphore Magazine
Marie Hodgkinson
http://www.semaphoremagazine.com/
The Art of District 9: Weta Workshop
Daniel Falconer
White Cloud Worlds
Paul Tobin
White Cloud Worlds Art Exhibition
Leanne Wickham (Curator)

Fan Award Nominees
Fan Production

Doctor Who – Podcast
Paul Mannering
BrokenSea Audio Productions
http://brokensea.com/drwho/category/season-3/
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The Cloud – Podcast
Paul Mannering
BrokenSea Audio Productions
http://brokensea.com/twilighttheatre/2010/11/08/twilighttheatre-%E2%80%93-episode-3-the-cloud/

Fan Publication

Novazine
Jacqui Smith
http://stellanova.sf.org.nz/wiki/index.php/StellaNova:Novazine-new
Au Contraire Convention Booklet
Au Contraire Convention Committee

Fan Artwork

Cover for StarShipSofa 150
Gino Moretto
http://www.starshipsofa.com/blog/2010/08/24/aural-delightsno-150-paul-di-filippo/

Fan Writing

Strange Matter
John Toon
Appearing in Phoenixine - The Magazine of the Phoenix
Science Fiction Society Inc
Musings from Under the Mountain and Novazine
contributions
Jacqui Smith
Appearing in Novazine – The Magazine of Stella Nova
http://stellanova.sf.org.nz/wiki/index.php/StellaNova:Novazine-new
Blue
Michele Powles
Available at her website http://www.michelepowles.com/
Uncorked
Broderick Wells
Appearing in Novazine - The Magazine Of Stella Nova
http://stellanova.sf.org.nz/wiki/index.php/StellaNova:Novazine-new
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Special Award Nominees
Best New Talent Karen Healey
I am nominating Karen Healey, the author of the Young Adult urban dark
fantasy "Guardian of the Dead" for the Sir Julius Vogel award in the
category of Best New Talent (Professional).
"Guardian of the Dead" was first published by Allen and Unwin
(Australia) and Little Brown (anywhere else) in 2010.
Miss Healey's debut YA novel "Guardian of the Dead" is a very good
read. Set in an alternate history current-day New Zealand, it is wonderful
to see one's home country used as a setting to an urban dark fantasy.
Local Maori mythology and well as mythology from various immigrant
groups to New Zealand have been successfully incorporated into the
story without going overboard. Just enough to give readers the general
flavour but also enough to encourage some readers to do their own
detailed research. Miss Healey has clearly done a lot of research to give
her novel a well-rounded feel of the real history and multi-cultural
aspects of New Zealand but at the same time making it an alternate
history New Zealand.
The main characters (Ellie, Mark, Iris and Kevin) are realistic older
teenagers. It was so well done it was like going back to school or
university for me. It does not contain the typical aesthetic dressing-up
that is found in most books, but what it does do is give the story the allimportant "I can relate to this fictional reality as a reader, I can relate to
this character, I like the characters". It could be considered a bold move
for a debut novel, but it works in the context of this quite original story.
I saw Karen Healey at Aussiecon 4, the 68th World Science Fiction
convention that was held in Melbourne, Australia. She was on two of the
panels that I was able to attend - "Capes and Skirts : the Plight of
Female Superheroes" and "Writing Strange Lands : Other Cultures in YA
Speculative Fiction". From what I saw at Aussiecon 4, she is a good
speaker, panelist and presenter, and would make a worthwhile guest at a
science fiction or comics' convention.
Her next book "The Shattering" is set in the West Coast of New Zealand
and will be available in September 2011. Published by Allen and Unwin
(Australia/New Zealand) and Little, Brown (USA).
Karen Healey's website - http://www.karenhealey.com/

Mary Victoria
Mary Victoria's first novel was published in 2010. Tymon's Flight is an
excellent start to a fantasy series. Mary's writing is only going to grow
from here - she has a rather lovely gift of words.
Mary Victoria's first novel, 'Tymon's Flight', was released in August 2010,
the first in the on-going Chronicles of the Trees series published by
HarperVoyager. The second and third installments are due out in
February and October 2011, respectively.
Praising 'Tymon's Flight', well-known book review site Fantasy Literature
writes: Mary Victoria has created an intriguing world, likeable characters,
and a tried-and-true conflict of heroic underdogs versus corrupt priestly
bureaucrats. About Mary herself, another review states: Mary Victoria
speaks of the eternal battle between good and evil with intelligence,
sensitivity and originality. She is an author to watch out for.
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Mary is currently finishing edits on the third book in the Chronicles of the
Trees series, 'Oracle's Fire'. She also appeared at AussieCon 4 in
September 2010, where she shared panels with Helen Lowe, Karen
Healey, Gillian Polack, Sarah Parker and Delia Sherman. She has
recently contributed to the 'Tales for Canterbury' short story anthology
edited by J.C. Hart and Anna Caro, a benefit anthology for the
Christchurch earthquake appeal.

Services To
Fandom

Ross Temple
Ross Temple has consistently assisted fans in both Australia and New
Zealand for a very long time. He has been there on committees,
providing help, providing advice and in a thousand other ways. He's
never obtrusive about it. When I need to know something about NZ
writing or fandom and I know Ross is at a convention, I gently wend my
way to the bar and have a drink with him. I always know if he's at a
convention because he brings me chocolate fish, to share with other fans
from Canberra. He's charming and easy to get on with, but he's one of
the biggest reasons that NZ fandom is on the map in Australia.
Additionally, Ross has a deep and abiding love of SF and a very deep
knowledge of the genre and his sharing of this love has contributed
significantly to fandom.

Sue Martin-Smith
I am nominating Sue Martin-Smith, the founder of the Wellington-based
Phoenix Science Fiction Society for the Sir Julius Vogel award in the
category of Services to Fandom.
Sue Martin-Smith (nee Dickie) has been a science fiction reader since
she was a child growing up in Auckland. Her involvement in organised
science fiction within New Zealand is quite extensive, both as an
attending fan, and as an organiser of events and clubs.
When Sue enrolled at Auckland University, she was involved in the
formation of the Auckland University Science Fiction Society. The
Society was formed in 1979, and, as the token Accounting student in the
group, she was appointed the Treasurer.
Sue and friends attended the second ever New Zealand national science
fiction convention - Wellcon B, held in Wellington at the St George Hotel
over Queen's Birthday Weekend in 1980.
Sue and friends got so keen that they volunteered to run the next
convention. Norcon was held in the Auckland Maidment Theatre at
Auckland University over Queen's Birthday Weekend in 1981. This was
Sue's first ConCom or convention committee. Involvement on the
convention committee of a national convention is often at the minimum a
1-year commitment, but it is usually a 2-year commitment, sometimes
longer, so being on a ConCom is a major undertaking, and a significant
contribution of one's personal time in bringing successful events to
fruition.
After Sue moved to Wellington in 1981, she joined NASF, the National
Association of Science Fiction, and ended up on the committee. NASF
was the forerunner to SFFANZ, the Science Fiction and Fantasy
Association of New Zealand. These two organisations are not directly
linked to each other.
During that time she met some Australian fans and helped start up the
FFANZ – the Fan Fund of Australia and New Zealand, which still exists
to this day and is used to help finance trips to Australia by New Zealand
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fans, and vice versa for the purposes of attending the national
convention being held in that country. It was most recently used in 2010
to help fund a trip to Melbourne for a New Zealand couple (both fans) to
attend Aussiecon 4, the 68th World Science Fiction convention.
Sue was on the committee of another national science fiction convention
- WindyCon. WindyCon was held in Wellington at the St George Hotel
over Easter in 1987, and had Nebula and Hugo winning author Joe
Haldeman as the Guest of Honour.
In 1989, Sue and her husband Vince Martin-Smith formed the Phoenix
SF Society. Sue was the founding president and first editor of
Phoenixine, the magazine of the Phoenix Science Fiction Society Inc. To
this day, Phoenix lives and thrives. Its main meeting is held once a
month at Turnbull House, Bowen St in Wellington on the 2nd Wednesday
of each month at 7.30pm, except January when it meets at a pub. It
currently boasts five special interest groups or SIGS - Video (for the TV
and movie fans), Biblios (for the genre readers), Writers (for those that
write genre), Board-gaming (serious strategy games and fun games,
NOT war games) and the club social evening. Each Phoenix group hold
their own meetings once a month, spread out across the month so that
every member can attend all the club get-togethers if they so wish. The
Writers SIG is an original SIG, started up in 1990.
In 1992, Sue helped organise ShakyCon, held in Wellington over
Queen's Birthday Weekend. This was Sue's 3rd time on a national
convention committee. Sue has also been on panels at various national
conventions where she was a note-worthy speaker.
Sue and her family left Wellington in 1993, and moved to a provincial
city. At that time, she was made a life member of Phoenix, in recognition
of her work for the club that she founded.
In 2002, the Science Fiction & Fantasy Association of New Zealand or
SFFANZ was incorporated at Con With the Wind, the New Zealand
national science fiction convention for that year. Sue is a founding board
member of SFFANZ.
In 2010, Sue and her family attended Phoenix's 21st birthday celebration
where she was the Guest of Honour. This birthday celebration was in the
form of a mini-con - a 1-day convention open to the public, and held at
Turnbull House. Sue contributed to the success of Phoenix's birthday by
writing an article entitled "History-oenix, The Rising of the Phoenix",
published in Phoenixine, Number 248, June 2010, the same club
magazine that she was the founding editor of back in 1989. She also
spoke about Phoenix's early years at the mini-con. Sue is still a fan, but it
is more genre DVDs these days with only a little book reading.
This nomination honours all the work that Sue Martin-Smith has done for
the local New Zealand science fiction and fantasy community, but in
particular honours the work that she did for three national conventions
(Wellcon B, Norcon and ShakyCon) and for the founding of Phoenix.
Phoenix deserves special recognition because it has lasted over 21
years. Sue formulated a very practical structure to Phoenix enabling it to
expand or shrink, and accommodate new interests relating to science
fiction and fantasy in the form of the special interest groups. This is an
important feature in that it permits flexibility for trends and enables the
club to adapt. This adaptive feature has been adopted by other genre
clubs. Many people over the course of Phoenix's 21 year history have
enjoyed attending the club itself, its special interest groups and/or its
magazine.
Lastly, Sue Martin-Smith is a true pioneer of New Zealand fandom. She
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was one of the first parents to bring her children to conventions,
complete with costumes.
To Sue - for her pioneering spirit, durability of ideas, hands-on
implementation, initiative, long-term thinking and plain hard work.
Wellington has an established centre of fan activity because of her work.

Services To
Simon Litten
Science Fiction, Simon Litten has provided consistent and good information about new
Fantasy And
books over a significant period of time to fans through his reviews on the
sffanz site. He has also been generous in supporting both NZ and
Horror

Australian writers through talking about their work, sharing his love of the
genre in blogland and at conventions, and ensuring that new writers
(Mary Victoria is a recent example) are seen.
His contribution at AussieCon4 was particularly notable, if a trifle
alcoholic. He was an outstanding representative for New Zealand and
won many readers over, luring them with mead and chocolate into
reading New Zealand writers. Until then, I'm not sure how many
Australian fans and writers knew Simon Litten as anything except a
reliable reviewer, but many of us knew and appreciated littenz for his
contributions on Live Journal and his genre knowledge.
Taken separately, none of these things is extraordinary, but added
together and looking at his work over time, his contribution to Science
Fiction, Fantasy and Horror is more than significant - he has helped to
shape fan understanding and to improve levels of knowledge of local
writers. He does quiet work and this kind of gentle support (although
essential) seldom gets the recognition it deserves, which is why this
nomination is being made.

Note: Nominees are presented in randomised order.
The Sir Julius Vogel Awards recognise excellence in Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror by New Zealanders.
The Sir Julius Vogel Awards are given for work by fans and professionals that was undertaken, completed or
released in the year previous to voting. This year the works being voted on are from 2010. They are voted on by New
Zealand fans and are presented at the National Science Fiction convention each year.
The Sir Julius Vogel Awards are administered by SFFANZ, the Science Fiction and Fantasy Association of New
Zealand Inc.
This year the National Science Fiction Convention is ConText, taking place 3rd to 6thJune 2011 in Auckland.
ConText can be contacted at http://context.sf.org.nz/wiki/index.php/Main_Page
SFFANZ supports Science Fiction and Fantasy in New Zealand and can be contacted at enquiries@sffanz.sf.org.nz
or http://www.sffanz.sf.org.nz
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